
Lecture 21 Virtual

Let f: (a,b)
-> IR

We write f(xt) =9XE(a,b)
to mean:

for every sequence X2, X2, X3,... ((x, b
lim f(xn) =9 converging to X

drawn from
n
+0

"limit as of goes
to x from above"
-

f(x-1 = 9
means some thing but for a

sequences in
(a,x

Pop f is
continuous at x iff f(xt) exists, fix-exists, and

f(x - )
=f(x) =f(x+

If If f
is continuous at x, then, for any sequence Xe..., X- in (a, b)

lim f(xn) =f(x)
converging to X

n ->
o

In particular, this
applies to the sequences

used to define f(x+)

and f(x-),sof(x
+) =f(x - ) =

x

Now suppose
f

and let X1, X2, ...
be a sequence in (a,b) converging

to x

I need to
show you

that himf(xn)
= f(x)

*

. 12, 13, 14, 15, 46, 1,...

blue: in (a,x

red: in (x, b)

By f(x+) = X,
the subsequence

of red elements f(x) converges to x

blue... f(xx) ...

f(x)
=x....

so f(xz), f(xn), f(xs) ... can be partitioned into three disjoint

subsequences, each of which converges to f(x)



Lamina. If a sequence can be partitioned into a finite union of

subsequences,
each commerging to 1, then the sequences

converges to
L

8 ,1,0, E, 0,5,0, ...

So f(x(), f(xn),...
-> f(x)

of discontinuitiesF #

removable f(x -)
= f(x +)

-...-

but f(x) not equal
to these

t
mp fixt and fix th -

both exist but are
not equal -

=>
ential Either f(x-1 or fixt

doesn't exist

lime

sinc(x): =s* x
+0

=1

*
Choices:

sincio+= <in10 -1 =1
Fisinc(x): IR-0

-> R continuous

Or: Sinc(X): IR
- R

X I0 continuous everywhere
f(x)

=3 x
=

0

<
~& : removable discontinuity ax=0

f(x)
=E #
flot) DNE

flO-IDNE

but note: if we
consider instead functions from IR to TR

1

1R U30,-0}

f(0+1
=f(0 - ) =0

so we can make of continuous by setting f(0) = 0



f(x)=k =I
In#, f(O-1=-0 flot) = 0 jump discontinuously

x rational

Characteristic function Xa(x)
=56

xirrational

xQ(0 +) = DNE -

...
-

x a (O -) = DNE
=-

If f:RtI is a function,

Let Discont (f) CR be the set

*ED: f is discontinuous at x3

Discont (X() = R

Discont) 7 =b
snc(0)=1

Disson(..- )
= [03

X 303

Can Discont(f) be any subset of RC

No (More in a bit

If can be more complicated e.g.

f(x) =Lx) o ...

& Is cont(f)
=<

We can
have Discont(f)=Cantor set?

Im (Frotal A set s<R can be Discont (f) for some fo - R

it and only if it is the union of courtly many

closed subsets (any closed

this says there is a function fit R
e.g.

which is
discontinuous at all rationals Discont (f)

= R

continuous at all irrationals



*or example: define of by

f(x)
=0 if x

irrational

&(g) = F if is a
function in lowest terms

f (0.5) = E

Suppose Xe, X2, Xy,...
-> X

with x irrational

We need to show

#,),1xs),...
- f(x) =0

irrational xi f(xi) =0

rational Xi f(xi) = xn=
T show that Egi to, it suffices to show that

92-0 in E (Exercise

That is, we
have to show that,

for any EXO, INEs.t. 9uTE
for all i>NE

for this, it suffices
to show that,

for any 530,
and any Xi>&

with < of X,

all rational is
will

denominators - 1000

9:>Ns
I ::j-]

when X is rational, let X2, X2, ... be

a sequence of irrationals converging to X. Then

lim f(Xr)=Lim O = 0 but f(x)F0

n->
0

Monotone functions
#

function f: (a,b)
->R is monotone nondecreasing if f(lf(x)

whenever ex andtoincreasing if flyl>f(x) whenever yxx

monetone v

*If f
is monotone nondecreasing, then

f(x-) = SmPxf(y) f(x+) = ynff(y) No
strictly increasing x

Idea: if Me, 72, 73, ... converges
to x from below,

and this sequence
is nondecreasing, then



Yn= Sup Yo (monotone comerecent

Note that fly f(x) Vy<x

50 9up,f(y) =f(x)

= f(x
-) =f(x)

Similarly, f(x) = f(x +) (*)

f (x-) and fixt)
exist, so no

essential discontinuities

2)f(x -1=f(x+),
then f(x) = both, so of is continuous at x;

no
removable discontinuities

=>all discontinuities are jump
discontinuities

Note also: if Xe<Xc,
then f(xet)<f(xnt

Because
it is is in (X2, Xn), f(xetsf(xal <f(xnt

#If f monotone
nondecreasing, Discord (f) is countable

#Let xE
Discont (f). Then f(x

->af(x+

Choose some
rational number 9 (x) with

f(x -cq(x)cf(x
+

This defines
a
function 9: Discont

(f) -> P

f(y+

Claim: 9 is injective xtiaterena
q(x)f(x +)

= f(y -xcq(y)
-

Why? f(x-+

=>a(x) < q(y)
↑renovable discontinuities

*

In fact, the set of jumpodiscontinuities of a Cul necessarily

monetomelf: RTI is countable


